
Speeding Power Restoration
after the Storm
Central Electric Cooperative provides residential and commercial 
electrical service to approximately 24,000 members via more 
than 4,000 miles of electrical line. The service area covers 
approximately 2,000 square miles of Oklahoma and includes parts 
of Garfield, Lincoln, Logan, Noble, Oklahoma, Pawnee, and Payne 
Counties. Located in the heart of Tornado Alley, it’s not uncommon 
for a powerful tornado to move through Central’s service territory. 

The Challenge
While many tornadoes don’t ravage towns or make national news, they 
almost always impact critical infrastructure that provides electricity to homes, 
businesses, and traffic lights. Previously, Central’s damage assessment and 
restoration efforts after storms would begin based on the location of outages as 
defined within the utility’s outage management system (OMS) or by phoned-in 
reports from members. Rather than show exactly where outages occur, the OMS 
can only predict an outage to the closest upline electric device. This would 
result in linemen spending an unnecessary amount of time patrolling the area to 
identify specific damage.

The Partner
Weather Decision Technologies (WDT) is a weather data provider based in Norman, 
Oklahoma, at the University of Oklahoma’s Research Campus. An Esri partner since 
2005, WDT focuses on providing premium weather-based map services for real-time 
situational awareness and business analytics across many industries.
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The Solution
WDT’s TornadoTrax map service pulls potential tornado location data into Esri 
maps and apps. This is accomplished by using the REST endpoint to connect 
to the map service running on ArcGIS® Server on Amazon Web Services. 
TornadoTrax analyzes Doppler radar wind velocity data in real time, identifying 
areas of intense air rotation in storms. By combining TornadoTrax data with other 
datasets, such as OMS data or storm spotter reports provided to the National 
Weather Service, Central can identify the exact electrical assets that will be 
impacted by the tornado.

The Results
On May 9, 2016, using the TornadoTrax map service from WDT within the utility’s 
ArcGIS SM Online maps, Central was able to visually overlay potential tornado 
path data and outage information to more accurately predict where there would 
be damage. This enabled damage assessments to be more focused. WDT’s 
TornadoTrax allowed crews to be dispatched directly to the affected areas, which 
considerably decreased the time typically required for power restoration. Central 
field employees used Collector for ArcGIS to take photos and gather all relevant 
information from the tornado’s path. The data went directly into the Storm 
Damage web maps. Dispatchers, field crews, and administrators all view the 
same map on mobile and desktop clients, so they can see the extent of damage 
and determine the safest and quickest way to restore power.

TornadoTrax data from WDT and the Storm Damage web maps created foolproof 
documentation and representation of data, used for verifying expenses and 
damage for future reference. Having more precise damage predictions helps 
Central easily and quickly prepare work orders and associated preplanning 
steps for beginning the process of requesting Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) assistance.

“With the help of ArcGIS 
Online and WDT’s weather 
data, damage assessments, 
restorations, and cost 
predictions—which used to 
take days to compile—can now 
be done in a matter of hours.”

Hunter Robinson   
Central Executive Vice President of 
Business Development and Operations
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